OUR PROFILE

OFFICIAL
INTRODUCTION
J Carcamo & Associates, a full-service marketing consulting firm, is a collection of experienced marketing and branding
professionals serving in a variety of vertical industries. We provide consulting and complete project management,
with both strategic and tactical services to this diverse client base.
Our team consists of experienced professionals who possess executive-level operational experience from some of the world’s top gaming companies, along with extensive
consulting experience as the practice leaders of key firms supporting the gaming industry for over 30 years.
Our philosophy guides our actions.
• We are partners not vendors.
• Mistakes happen. How you handle them is what counts.
• Under-promise and over-deliver.
• Presentation is everything.
• Sweat the details.
• Marketing is responsible for revenue.
• We teach to inspire. We teach to share. We teach to grow ourselves, our co-workers and our partners.
These are the lessons learned in a career working with some truly inspiring people. They started as lessons, became mantra, and are at the heart of everything we do for
ourselves and for our partners.

OUR PEOPLE

JULIA CARCAMO
PRESIDENT

Born and raised in New Orleans, Julia began her career in what was the newly burgeoning Gulf South gaming market.
Julia subsequently moved to Harrah’s and by 2002 had risen to serve as Director of Brand Marketing. At Harrah’s, Julia helped develop the brand
architecture for the three core Harrah’s brands, including Harrah’s overall corporate brand positioning as well as the refinement of the industry’s
paragon loyalty program…Total Rewards®.
What could she do for an encore? Always up for a challenge, Julia answered a call from Steve Wynn. Known the world over as the builder of the
finest resorts and casinos, his indelible influence on Julia is unmistakable. Above everything else, he taught Julia to think, and act, like the guest, to
truly see things from a guest’s perspective. This applied to his impeccable attention to the smallest detail, has been the one learning experience that
has made Julia an invaluable asset to any organization. Julia was at the helm for the launch of Wynn Las Vegas, a defining moment for the industry
and for her personally.
She then applied all her learning to regional gaming where she directed the development of the Isle of Capri house of brands, introducing new
brands and successfully connecting with new and inactive customers, and the reintroduction of the iconic Lady Luck Casino brand.
Julia is a sought-after contributor to a variety of business publications, writing and blogging about casino and small business marketing strategy.

JAMES “SKEET” HANKS
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Skeet Hanks has had a 20 year career in advertising, creative design, art direction, and management. In addition to creating award-winning
campaigns for brands, including Popeye’s Fried Chicken, French Market Corporation, Harrah’s Casinos and Serrano’s Salsa Company, he has been a
direct consultant on the marketing plans for many of those same brands. He has won over 30 ADDY awards for his work, including two best of Print
acknowledgements.
An accomplished musician, he has written advertising scores and theme songs for companies, including Boudreaux’s Jewelers, Keep Louisiana
Beautiful and many others. He has an unparalleled understanding of the interaction between the creative and account management sides of
effective companies, having owned and operated two highly successful boutique agencies as well as working with large advertising agencies.
For clients - both local and national- he has created cohesive brands that have helped them achieve tremendous growth and market share.
Fun fact: He’s a former spots mascot trainer. He worked to train stunt artists for college and professional teams including the New Orleans Saints,
where he introduces and performed as fan favorite Gumbo.

MICHAEL MECZKA
MMRC, PRESIDENT

MMRC’s partnership withJ Carcamo & Associates spans over a thousand hours of research and
insight into the mind of gamers.
Known for its consulting services throughout the gaming industry, MMRC is lead by President Michael A. Meczka’s depth of experience and
understanding in the gaming industry — the result of working extensively with a variety of perspectives specific to the arena, including those of
patrons, governments, regulators, operators and suppliers. Michael is the recipient of the 2013 Lifetime Achievement Award in casino marketing.
During the company's 35+ years as consultants to the gaming industry, over 1 million individual quantitative interviews and in excess of 2,500
qualitative focus group sessions have been completed. These studies have been conducted with patrons of gaming facilities located in virtually every
North American gaming market, traditional and recently developed, as well as international markets.
The scope of MMRC’s gaming-related projects covers all aspects of the total gaming experience.

OUR APPROACH

INNOVATION AND
PROVEN PROCESSES
What most marketing leaders are looking for isn’t information. It’s innovation. Our subject matter experts start
by looking at what keeps them up at night.
Whether it’s an overarching strategy or a market specific challenge, we work hand-in-hand with clients,
agency experts and strategic partners to develop winning strategies. We think like entrepreneurs to develop
methodologies to help clients achieve their strategic business issues.
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JCABC

ACHIEVING BRAND CONVERGENCE

More than ACTION… it’s a CONEXION™
Simply put, JCABC™ is a proprietary methodology that carefully helps
clients construct their brand platform from the inside out. At the core of JCABC is a sweet spot
called Conexion. During this critical point in the process, our teams help identify the 4 brand
persona cornerstones: Equities, Vision, Competition, and Consumer Needs. The careful
construct of these four cornerstones ensure a brand that will endure the test of time.
For new brands, built from the ground up, it’s an irreplaceable foundation
for the future. For mature brands that need revitalization, its a forensic evaluation to realign
and define an evolved reality. And for brands that
have lost their way, it’s a compass, to help them find true north.
JCABC is a process. And can happen as fast or slow as it needs to depending upon client
participation at various stages along the path. But in the end, know that your company will be
able to proceed with the confidence that it has methodically invested its time, energy, and
resources in the most critical phase of any business enterprise.

MEDIA

What most marketing leaders are looking for isn’t information. It’s innovation. Our subject matter experts start
by looking at what keeps them up at night.
Whether it’s an overarching strategy or a market specific challenge, we work hand-in-hand with clients,
agency experts and strategic partners to develop winning strategies. We think like entrepreneurs to develop
methodologies to help clients achieve their strategic business issues.

MEDIA CAPABILITIES

Quality Assurance / Accountability
We watch each project from start to finish. We provide detailed reporting showing when your media is running,
where it’s running, the cost-per-point (CPP), along with the reach and frequency of your commercials.
Your media buy will be automatically monitored and verified prior to invoicing. Stations will be held accountable to
ensure promised delivery.
We request weekly spot times on broadcast buys, so we can monitor spot placements, both vertical and horizontal,
and work with the stations to make adjustments along the way. By watching the schedules as they are airing,
we can ensure that the rating points are delivered as ordered.
On a digital campaign, we optimize on a daily/weekly basis to make sure that we are present on the right sites,
with the best possible placement.

Broadcast
We have bought broadcast schedules across the country in over 100 markets. We have purchased TV, radio (both terrestrial and digital) and cable. Our
broadcast capabilities are local, regional and national in scope.

MEDIA CAPABILITIES

Out-of-home
We have purchased out-of-home in over 96 markets. With out-of-home it is important to either physically drive by the structure or review with a virtual
tour. All aspects of boards need to be analyzed including, right or left read, visibility, distance and traffic patterns.

Digital & Search
We offer extensive capabilities for digital and search advertising. We have implemented campaigns with
Display Ads, Video Ads, SEO, SEM and Social Ads. These campaigns can targeted be based on contextual, behavioral, demographic, geographic,
keywords, and/or look-a-like customers,
Our reporting to our clients on online and search is presented in a customized report that best meets the client’s requirements for all the items they
want data on. It can be pull weekly, bi-weekly or monthly however the client needs it.

Social
We manage a variety of organic postings for social media platforms including: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest and Houzz. We offer content creation, scheduling and analytics.

MEDIA CHANNEL DELIVERY

Who are your best customers?
Where do we find more of them?
What makes them tick?
What is their demographic/social/economic profile?
How do we build highly targeted and efficient media plan?
How do we measure the media to optimize it and make it more accountable?

MEDIA SERVICES

Our “deepest dive” approach for any client is to evaluate current and potential customer groups by each market.
Casinos can have various market successes, strengths, weaknesses and growth opportunities.
JCA starts with a segmentation approach in which we run data subsets from database files against each region’s population.
We then match highest-growth, highest-responsive audiences against media usage profiles for planning.
Finally, all media plans include ongoing testing, measurement and optimization — driving hard ROI improvements over time.

MEDIA SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantcast digital ratings
Scarborough Research
Nielsen ratings
Arbitron ratings
SQAD
Rentrak
comscore

MEDIA BUYING
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRATA
Negotiations & RFP evaluation
Media flowcharts and forecasts
Traffic
Proof of performance
Accounting, compliance

MEDIA ANALYTICS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly/monthly reports
Consumer insights
Competitor insights
Optimization recommendations
Kantar Media Analytic
Quarterly Business Reviews

SAMPLE MAPPING

LOCALIZED GEOTARGETING

Sample matching of highest growth profiles to geographies
for localized targeting.
We also evaluate highest growth target demos by geographic concentration.
This guides improvements in media planning for out of home (billboards), direct mail, print,
digital media or zoned cable TV.

SAMPLE MAPPING
REVENUE

Drive Time Key
60 Minute Drive Time
120 Minute Drive Time

120 Minute Drive Time

SOCIAL

Remember when it was just fun to have a Facebook page or Twitter account?
Today, social media marketing is required regardless of the size of your business, regardless of whether you are B2C or B2B. But where do you start? And, if you have already set
up five or six accounts, what do you do next? How do you turn these channels from broadcast to tools?
We help you analyze what you’re currently doing, how it fits with your current audience. Then we help you take your existing strengths and turn them into fuel to energize your
social media efforts.

OUR CREATIVE

CHOCTAW CASINO RESORT

BRAND CAMPAIGN
Our team did the rebrand and launch of Choctaw Rewards
enterprise wide.
Our bold and engaging X campaign launched
in Dallas and let everyone know there was
no other choice than to visit Choctaw.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

LADY LUCK BRAND
After the U.S. relaunch of the iconic Lady Luck brand, we
convinced senior leadership that
this has the potential to be a global brand and should lead
their play for fun online offering. The resulting photoshoot,
design exploratory and style guide was the result of this
effort.
We also paired up IOCC with global merchandise and
distribution companies
to take Lady Luck global.

EMERALD FIELDS

WEBSITE DESIGN
Digital is the oxygen of any brand, but when you’re in an
industry that is limited to a very small set of marketing
channels, your website is critical. After developing the
Emerald Fields brand, we created an online world that
would be welcoming, informative and engaging.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

CASINO
PROMOTIONS
The reality of casino marketing is that you need to create
reason after reason for customers to return and make
plans to return yet again. From cash and car giveaways to
the tried and true hot seat promotions, we are constantly
finding new ways to tell a familiar story in a way that
makes people pay attention.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

PLAY MORE.
BE HAPPY.
Yankelovich data showed the American public was looking
for a reason to enjoy life after surviving the great recession
of 2008.
The result: a defining campaign for Isle of Capri Casinos .
Fully integrated. Omni channel. Ground breaking for a
small riverboat casino company.

Louisiana Marathon

DIGITAL MARKETING
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Named one of the five fastest-growing races in the United
States also means stepping up your marketing game. We
couldn’t have been happier to partner with the Louisiana
Marathon to assist them in their marketing efforts for the
2016 running festival. JCA was tasked with creating a
content calendar for the marathon's GeauxRunLA blog as
well as development and management of the event's email
efforts, and ultimately the race guide documenting the
information needed to not only satisfy runner needs but
those of the marathon's valued sponsors. Combined with
leading media efforts, JCA played a roll in the marathon
reaching sellout status for two of its five races in the days
prior to the events.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

MENU DESIGN
Menus are a delicate balance of art and science. What
does a diner understand about your restaurant when they
are handed a menu? That is the art. How do push higher
margin dishes and add-ons? Science. We understand this
like no other traditional ad agency.

PowerHost CRM by Harvest Trends

BRAND LAUNCH
JCA developed everything that Harvest Trends needed to
launch the company's latest customer relationship
management tool — PowerHost CRM. Using the tool as
inspiration, JCA gave it a personality that eventually led to
the name "PowerHost CRM." From branding, sales
materials for the Harvest Trends team, and
communications materials intended specifically for
casino player development personnel, JCA had all aspects
covered. The successful branding and marketing of
PowerHost CRM led to an overhaul of the Harvest Trends
website; and review and recommendations for the
company's online channels such as their blog and social
media.
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BRAND DESIGN
Opening a new restaurant in any market is hard. Opening
one in a crowded marketplace takes good food and service
AND great branding. The requirements were to develop
a brand that held true to the chef’s traditional Italian
culinary roots but showed he wasn’t afraid to reinvent and
serve a dish that was slightly unexpected.

The picture can't be displayed.

Josephine Grace Puppy Couture

BRAND LAUNCH
The launch of a new business is never easy. Choosing the
right partner to join your journey is an important step and
the owners of Josephine Grace selected the JCA team to join
them, we were happy as a dog wagging it's tail. The result
was an engaging brand identity system and a strong digital
pawprint.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

FARMER’S PICK
BUFFET
Isle of Capri was looking for a better way to improve its
buffet offerings. This had to be more than a remodel and
more than adding specialty menus. Farmer’s Pick was a
fresh approach to the casino buffet. Farm-to-table made
perfect sense. The result was delicious and a cultural shift
for the company’s food and beverage approach. Less
dependent on comps, and all about the food. Farmer’s
Pick is as at home in Iowa as it is in South Florida.

ISLE OF CAPRI CASINOS, INC.

RESTAURANT
PROMOTIONS
Restaurant promotions are the life blood of
any casino food & beverage department.
The trick is not to give it away but to create a craving for
that truck full of ingredients and to create a destination for
special occasions.

MISSISSIPPI GAMING & HOSPITALITY ASSOCIATION

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
The Mississippi Gaming and Hospitality Association
(MGHA) is a non-profit organization made up of casino
operators and vendors with a mission to protect and
enhance the reputation and success of the gaming industry
within the State of Mississippi. This mission is
accomplished through education and the support and
promotion of the tourism industry in general. One key
channel missing in their strategy was social media. JCA
assembled and lead a team to assist the organization in
developing a presence to create an identity to an
expanded audience, generate buzz about the
organization's programs and build relationships with
current and future members. After successfully
establishing a social footprint, the organization looked to
JCA to lead the marketing of the Association's
commemoration of the 25th Anniversary of Gaming in
Mississippi.

REFERENCES

CLIENT
REFERENCES
Doug Burkhalter

Michael Bruffey

Argosy Gaming, Trump Entertainment,
Isle of Capri, Emerald Fields CO
(314) 303-2456
dburkhalter@emeraldfields.com

Executive Director,
Mississippi Gaming & Hospitality Association
(228) 282-5327
mikebruffey@msgaming.org

Brandon Cox

Daniel Bourgeois

President, Ever After Agency
(310) 800-4399
brandon@everafter-agency.com

Founder & CMO
Louisiana Marathon
(504) 669-1530
danny@thelouisianamarathon.com
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